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How strong is the case linking global release of chloro-
fluorocarbons to episodic disappearance of ozone from
the Antarctic stratosphere each austral spring? Three lines
ofevidence defining a link are (i) observed containment in
the vortex of ClO concentrations two orders of magni-
tude greater than normal levels; (ii) in situ observations
obtained during ten high-altitude aircraft flights into the
vortex as the ozone hole was forming that show a decrease
in ozone concentrations as CIO concentrations increased;
and (iii) a comparison between observed ozone loss rates
and those predicted with the use of absolute concentra-
tions of CIO and BrO, the rate-limiting radicals in an
array of proposed catalytic cycles. Recent advances in our
understanding of the kinetics, photochemistry, and struc-
tural details of key intermediates in these catalytic cycles
as well as an improved absolute calibration for CIO and
BrO concentrations at the temperatures and pressures
encountered in the lower antarctic stratosphere have been
essential for defining the link.

D URING THE LAST DECADE THERE HAS BEEN CONSIDER-

able growth in our understanding of the linkage among
biological, chemical, and physical processes that interactive-

ly establish both the chemical composition of the atmosphere,
ocean, and terrestrial domain, as well as the climate. Behind this
evolving understanding of the network of dissimilar processes
resides a growing body of experimental data that has led to
increasing success in relating cause and effect.
Many examples of significant global-scale change have emerged

during the last decade (1), and one of the most important has been
the discovery by Farman and co-workers (2) ofepisodic 03 loss each
austral spring over the Antarctic continent. Building on 25 years of
nearly continuous 03 column-density measurements from the Brit-
ish Antarctic Survey station at Halley Bay (770S latitude), Farman
began to detect brief periods of 03 decline extending over a 6-week
period following the return of solar illumination each spring.
Although the effect was subtle in the late 1970s, the signature
strengthened through the 1980s such that by 1984 ozone depletion
levels reached 30% in the October monthly mean values. Announce-
ment of these observations in 1985 (2) led immediately to a
complete mapping of the recurring and worsening event with the
use of archived satellite data (3). The mapping revealed that 03 loss
was occurring in a region the size of the Antarctic continent
commensurate with losses reported from Halley Bay. In the 4 years
since, 03 levels have continued to drop such that in 1989 70% of
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the total column 03 content over the Antarctic continent (4) (10%
of the area of the Southern Hemisphere) was lost during the month
of September and early October. This precipitous loss of 3% of the
world's 03 in a period of6 weeks graphically illustrates how rapidly
global-scale atmospheric changes can occur. In this article we
describe observational data that pertain to a single issue: the case
linking chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) to the observed loss of 03 in
the Antarctic vortex. The central question is whether we can
establish the causal link between surface release of CFCs and the
massive loss of 03 in the Southem Hemisphere.

Theories to explain the cause ofAntarctic 03 depletion blossomed
after its discovery. On the basis of the highly layered distribution of
03, which peaks at 19 km over Antarctica, dynamical theories held
that vertical advection driven by solar heating was responsible (5).
Detailed calculations coupling these dynamical processes to quanti-
tative predictions of 03 loss from the vortex remained elusive, but
there was an inherent simplicity in the concept of vertical motion
displacing the 03 layer vertically or horizontally, thereby bringing in
03-poor air from the upper troposphere. Another class of theories
surfaced that was in various forms tied to events external to Earth.
Callis et al. (6) suggested that solar proton events could increase the
production rate ofnitrogen oxides in the polar region; NO and NO2
are chain-carrying radicals in the chemical catalysis of 03. Finally,
there was the class of theories abstracted from the concept put
forward in 1974 by Molina and Rowland (7) that related Cl radicals
to global 03 loss through chemical catalysis, specifically in the
reaction couplet

Cl + 03 - ClO + 02

ClO + 0 -- Cl + 02

Net: 03 + 0 -b 02 + 02

Three variations on halogen free-radical catalysis emerged to
explain the observations by Farman and co-workers. First, Molina
and Molina (8) suggested that a ClO dimer was involved in a quartet
of reactions (Mechanism I):

ClO + ClO + M i(dO)2 + M

(CGb)2 + hv -> Cl + ClOO

ClOO + M -e Cl + 02 + M

2 x (Cl + 03-CIO + 02)

Net: 203 -- 302

where hv designates an ultraviolet photon and M signifies a colli-
sional chaperone, either N2 or 02, and k is the pressure- and
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temperature-dependent rate constant of the rate-limiting step. The
presence of radical-radical recombination to form structures bound
by 10 to 20 kcal/mol, as exemplified by this mechanism, has
implications for catalysis in general: for low-temperature regions of
Earth's atmosphere this process opens up important photochemical
channels that are as yet unexplored. Secondly, McElroy et al. (9)
suggested that chlorine and bromine are coupled in 03 destruction
through a three-step sequence (Mechanism II):

ClO + BrO -4 Cl + Br +02
Cl + 03 - ClO + 02

Br + 03 -* BrO + 02

Net: 203 -- 302

Finally, Solomon et al. (10) suggested that Cl and H radicals are
coupled in the sequence (Mechanism III)

HO2 + ClO HOCI + 02

HOCI + hv OH + Cl

Cl + 03 - ClO + 02

OH + 03-> HO2 + 02

Net: 203-> 302

These theories reflect the realization that 0 atoms could not be
involved quantitatively in 03 destruction because the concentration
of0 atoms was too low in the polar stratosphere. The concentration
is reduced there because of both the lack of ultraviolet radiation in
late winter and the greater atmospheric density at the 03 concen-
tration peak, which is -7 km lower in altitude in the polar regions
than at midlatitudes. For completeness, however, we also consider
the contribution to 03 destruction by the original Rowland and
Molina mechanism, which is rate limited by the reaction (Mecha-
nism IV)

ClO + 0 -> Cl + 02
Other theories too numerous to mention never made it beyond the
popular press.
The first concerted experimental effort to evaluate these theories

was the National Science Foundation National Ozone Experiment
(NOZE I) expedition in the austral spring of 1986. This project
collected ground-based spectroscopic data in the near ultraviolet,
visible, middle-infrared, and millimeter-wave regions and balloon-
borne, in situ 03, particle, and temperature data. A great deal was
leamed from that expedition: (i) balloon sondes showed the time
and altitude dependence of03 loss and revealed that 03 was almost
completely removed by the beginning of October in the core of the
03 layer (11); (ii) the ground-based, near ultraviolet-visible spec-
trometer showed that OCIO column densities were elevated by
more than an order of magnitude over those obtained at mid-
latitude (12) and that NO2 column concentrations were low (13);
(iii) millimeter-wave emission data showed that ClO densities in the
vicinity of 20 km were elevated (14); and (iv) high-resolution,
middle-infrared column measurements of ClONO2 and HCl con-
centrations provided strong evidence that chlorine chemistry was
perturbed (15).
Taken collectively, the NOZE I results substantiated the premise

that the vortex was highly perturbed chemically and that hitherto
more intuitively appealing dynamical theories were not without
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Fig. 1. Perspective of the instrument architecture showing the double-
ducting geometry used to both maintain laminar flow and decelerate the flow
from 200 to 15 m s '. The inlet duct extracts unperturbed air from in front
of the left wing pod and drops the flow velocity to 60 m s- 1; a second duct
extracts the laminar core from that flow and drops the flow velocity to 15 m
s- ' through three tandem optical axes. CIO is converted to Cl by the rapid
bimolecular reaction CIO + NO -- Cl + NO2, and the product Cl atom is
detected by atomic resonance scattering. The analogous reaction is used for
BrO. The instrument is 1.5 m in length.

serious challenge. At the same time, it became clear that whatever
specific mechanism was responsible for the removal of 03 from the
vortex region, the stage for redistribution or destruction was set by
strong diabatic cooling of the vortex core through the polar winter,
coupled with isolation of the region from heat and momentum flux
supplied from mid and low latitudes.
With an eye on establishing the mechanism for 03 removal, a

joint NASA-NOAA-NSF-CMA expedition was organized (16) in
which aircraft were used to obtain both in situ data in the vortex at
the approximate altitude of the 03 concentration peak and survey
data from immediately below the 03 layer from remote-sensing
instruments and lidar. The NASA ER-2 and DC-8 aircraft platforms
were used respectively for these observations. The subset of the
AAOE data that directly addressed the role ofCFCs in Antarctic 03
destruction was the in situ detection of halogen radicals from the
ER-2 aircraft.

The Experiment
In situ detection of part-per-trillion levels of C1O and BrO in the

stratosphere was achieved before the discovery of the Antarctic 03
hole. In the detection method, a flowing sample is extracted from
the atmosphere, and C1O and BrO are chemically converted to Cl
and Br by the rapid bimolecular reaction C1O (BrO) + NO -- Cl
(Br) + NO2. Then, atomic-resonance scattering, with the use of
allowed electronic transitions in the vacuum ultraviolet, is used to
determine the Cl and Br concentration. The high-intensity, spectral-
ly pure emission used to induce atomic-resonance scattering by the
halogen atoms contained in the atmospheric sample is obtained
from Cl (Br) atoms in a low-pressure He plasma sustained by a
180-MHz field confined in a cylindrical quartz envelope with
magnesium fluoride windows.

For application of this technique to aircraft observations, signif-
icant changes were made. The instrument has a double-ducted
architecture (Fig. 1) to provide control of the flow through the
tandem optical axes used to detect C1O and BrO (17). Specifically,
the objective was to decelerate the 200 m s- 1 flow from the aircraft
free stream to approximately 15 m s' in order to facilitate time-
resolved chemical conversion ofC1O to Cl. At the same time, laminar
flow with confined boundary-layer growth was essential because
radicals, like ions, are destroyed by collision with instrument walls.
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Parcel Fig. 2. Spatial relation-
trajectories ship of the South Amer-

ican and Antarctic conti-
nents, the circumpolar
wind field, the aircraft
trajectories, and parcel
trajectories.

Aircraft Circumpolar
trajector- jet

There were two components to the calibration. In the laboratory
phase, the tandem optical axes (Fig. 1) were removed from the flight
instrument and vacuum sealed into a flow reactor that provided a
high-velocity flow of N2 - 02 mixtures at the appropriate temper-
ature, pressure, and velocity encountered during flight. That flow
was seeded with a known concentration of Cl or Br (<10 ppb)
determined with atomic absorption spectroscopy. For a given
absolute concentration of the atom, the count rate of the instrument
detector that resulted from atomic resonance scattering was deter-
mined simultaneously with the partial derivative of the Rayleigh-
scattering signal as a function of the N2/02 concentration. In the
airborne phase, the slope and intercept of the concentration-
dependent Rayleigh scatter was analyzed at the midway point of
each flight when the aircraft descended rapidly from 18.5 km to 13
km and then returned to altitude (18).
Ozone was detected by its absorption of 254-nm light from a

mercury resonance lamp. Two absorption chambers that alternately
sampled ambient and 03-scrubbed air were used. For an integration
time of 1 s, the detection limit was 0.5 to 1.0 ppbv at standard
temperature and pressure. The accuracy for 03 concentration is
+5% (19).

The Mission
Mission strategy (16) was to employ the medium-range (6000

km), high-altitude (19 km) ER-2 reconnaissance aircraft with the
long-range (10,000 km), medium-altitude (11 km) DC-8 aircraft in
an organized investigation of the Antarctic vortex region. Several
scientific questions dominated the selection of a canonical ER-2

Fig. 3. Summary of the CIO data obtained on the
ten ER-2 flights into the vortex, which followed
the trajectory displayed in Fig. 2. (Left) The full
trajectory from the point above Punta Arenas
where the aircraft reached cruise altitude (-18
km), through the southbound leg to 720S, the
descent-ascent sequence, and the northbound leg.
(Right) Southbound segment of the flight trajec-
tories (550 to 720) for the remaining nine mis-
sions.
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trajectory: If spatial or temporal changes in 03 are detected, can the
effects of chemistry and dynamics be separated? What is the struc-
ture of 03 depletion? What is the extent, temperature dependence,
size distribution, and chemical composition of particulate matter in
the vortex? What are the spatial and temporal relations of 03
concentrations with those of reactive halogen and nitrogen com-
pounds and with the abundance of polar stratospheric clouds? Is
there sufficient C1O to sustain a rapid enough (when compared to
observed 03 loss) non-O atom catalytic chain? What is the extent of
BrO involvement?
The adopted flight trajectory (Fig. 2) represented the maximum

penetration distance afforded by performance and safety limitations
of the ER-2 aircraft: rapid ascent from Punta Arenas, Chile (540S),
to 18 km, adherence to a constant potential-temperature, 0 (20),
surface to 720S, a rapid descent-ascent sequence to and from 13 km,
a homeward leg on a fixed potential-temperature surface, and
descent into Punta Arenas. Following two flights on 17 and 18
August, which were truncated by temperatures at altitude below the
operating threshold of the ER-2 (-850C), a series of ten flights was
executed commencing on 23 August and ending on 22 September
1987.
Adherence to a surface of constant 0 on a given trajectory was

important because 0 is a conserved quantity in any adiabatic process.
Even though diabatic processes were important during the polar
winter, through the 4-week period covered by the experiments
intravortex motion was virtually adiabatic (21). Atmospheric vari-
ability resulting from vertical displacements is suppressed in an
isentropic (constant 0) reference frame. Typically, the ER-2 adhered
to either the 450 K or 425 K surface on the southbound and
northbound legs and scanned from 450 K (-18.5 km) to 350 K
(- 13 kmn) during dive segments.
The full data scan for the 23 August flight (Fig. 3), from the time

the aircraft reached altitude just south of Punta Arenas on the
southbound leg to a point just before descent into Punta Arenas on
the northbound leg, is representative of the data collected on all ten
flights. The observations showed that equatorward of the vortex
edge, ClO mixing ratios at altitude can be as low as those typically
observed at mid-latitude (2 to 5 parts per trillion by volume, pptv).
These are easily observed C1O mixing ratios because the detection
threshold of the instrument is 1 pptv for a 2-min integration time.
The measured C1O mixing ratios exhibited a sharp transition
poleward of the vortex edge and reached levels in the vortex more
than two orders of magnitude higher than those observed outside
the vortex. A dramatic vertical gradient in ClO mixing ratios is
evident in the data from the southernmost descent-ascent sequence

5 72 65
Latitude Latitude
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at 720S latitude (Fig. 3).
Companion measurements obtained with instruments on

the ER-2 demonstrated that the region in which CIO ^
dramatically amplified was sharply depleted in nitrogen oxid
nitric acid (22), was suppressed in those tracers originating
troposphere (23), was markedly depleted in water vapor (24
in the latter part ofAugust, contained 03 concentrations supj
by - 15% relative to those observed in a band 100 in 1;
equatorward of the CIO edge (25). The sharp gradient in Clo
defines the position of a chemically perturbed region (CPI
contents of which strongly support the concept that ice p
initially seeded by nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) convert HO

DISTRIBUTION OF Cl IN THE
NORMAL STRATOSPHERE

SOUTH EQUATOR
POLE

REPARTITIONING OF Ca IN
THE POLAR STRATOSPHERE

1. TEMPERATURE DROPPING YIELDS -~
TO OR BELOW 195K

2. HO DISSOLVING ALONG
GRAIN BOUNDRIES

a CIONO2 FROM THE GAS
PHASE REACTS AT THE
PARTICLE SURFACE

4. PHOTOLYSIS OF C12
FOLLOWING RETURN
OF SUNLIGHT TO REGION

5. REACTION OF ATOMIC
CHLORINE WITH OZONE
INITIATES CATALYTIC CHAIN

NET

Fig. 4. (A) Schematic rc

compounds in the strato
slow upward mixing of(
in the form of HCl ar
chlorine in any volume
processes taking place it
the elimination of react
and for the subsequer
reservoir species, HG1
catalytic conversion of
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ClONO2 to C12 and HONO2 (26) (Fig. 4).
This process is summarized as follows (Fig. 4A): The global

source ofstratospheric chlorine is now dominated by CFC release at
ground level; mixing processes in the troposphere rapidly distribute
those CFCs globally. Slow vertical transport carries the compounds
to the middle stratosphere on a time scale ofdecades, where they are
photolytically decomposed. Mixing processes in the stratosphere
ensure that the mole fraction ofchlorine atoms (chemically bound or
free) is, to first order, independent of altitude, latitude, and longi-
tude in the stratosphere.

articles Several processes may be responsible for repartitioning chlorine
Cl and from its stable reservoir species, HCl and CIONO2, to the catalyt-

ically active forms, Cl and C1O (Fig. 4B). Specifically, NAT particles
grow to sizes 1 to 3 gxm in diameter, HC1 is adsorbed onto the grain

A boundaries, and subsequent collisions with ClONO2 liberate C12
into the gas phase and tie up HONO2 in the ice structure

ClONO2(g) + HCl(s) -- C12(g) + HONO2(s)

These processes have been studied in laboratory experiments (27).
Through the polar night as the entire core of the vortex diabatically
cools and descends, precipitation of crystals containing nitric acid to
lower altitudes effectively removes both water vapor and the pho-
tochemical source for nitrogen oxides. Gas-phase C12 remains in the
vortex. The C12 is extremely unstable in the presence of ultraviolet
light and dissociates in a matter of hours following exposure to
sunlight. Thus, photolysis, C12 + hv -> Cl + Cl, initiates the cata-
lytic sequences (Mechanisms I to IV).

Data from the southbound leg of the 23 August flight trajectory
establishes a baseline comparison with the other flights in the
sequence (Fig. 5). Data from the nine additional flights reveal that
(i) the variation of C1O observed on the flight of 23 August
remained consistent to first order through the flight series; (ii)
chlorine monoxide gradients at the CPR edge remained undimin-
ished and showed signs of steepening through late September; (iii)
peak C1O mixing ratios remained virtually constant at 1200 pptv
from late August to late September for cases in which the aircraft

POLH penetrated the chemically perturbed region by 50 latitude or more;
and (iv) the edge of the CPR migrated back and forth between
latitudes of 640 and 71PS in response to the movement of synoptic-

B scale storm systems.
NITRIC ACID
TRIHYDRATE
ICE PARTICLES

HO DISSOLVES
IN ICE PARTICLES

YIELDS-~ CFC-Ozone Case
YIELDS C*,CIONO, MOLELAED Isolation of the chemically perturbed region. The first element in the

CI2 INToGAS PHASE case linking CFC release to Antarctic 03 depletion hinges on the
containment created by the circumpolar jet that defines the perim-YIELDS 02+ h, CI+CI ATMIC CHLORINE eter of the Antarctic vortex. This containment has both a physical

IN THE GAS PHASE
and a chemical component. Typical wind fields at cruise altitude (16,

CI+03- C10+02 28) of the ER-2 exhibited remarkable azimuthal symmetry with the
0o+CI _ CIOOCI center of rotation nearly coincident with the geographic South Pole.
CIOOCI + h -Cl+CIoo Peak winds of 50 to 100 m s- l (100 to 200 knots) were found in
CI+O+M-C+02+M a latitude band from approximately 500 to 65WS. A region of

03+03- 302 restricted horizontal mixing characterized the region in a collar03+03o-o3°2 spanning 100 in latitude poleward of the peak wind field.
presentation of the normal distribution of chlorine An analysis by Schoeberl and Hartmann (21), obtained by
)sphere augmented by CFC release. This sequence of
SiFCs, photodissociation, and sequestering, primarily comparing the Arctic and Antarctic vortices, demonstrates several
id CIONO2, results in a uniform mixing ratio of important features. First, containment occurs over a wide interval in
E element of the stratosphere. (B) Heterogeneous latitude, where surfaces of constant e are quasi-orthogonal to
n the Antarctic vortex that are responsible both for surfaces of constant potential vorticity (another conserved quantity
rive nitrogen from the chemically perturbed region in frictionless, adiabatic systems). Second, the region of high C1O is
it repartitioning of chlorine from the dominant coincident with the volume in which the temperature is low enoughand C10N02, to free-radical form, initiating the cmdn ihtevlm hc h eprtr Slweog
)3 to 02. n to initiate a phase transition forming NAT panicles. Thus, the size
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ofthe inner vortex, the CPR, is determined by temperature, whereas
the size ofthe outer vortex is determined by the wind field. Evidence
for the isolation provided by this physical confinement is the steep
gradient in C10 concentration observed by the aircraft along
surfaces of constant 0 (Fig. 3).

In this CPR a gradient in the concentration of the C10 radical is
maintained over a dynamic range previously observed only in
laboratory systems; furthermore, the concentration of the free
radical is of such magnitude in the vortex that the characteristic time
for 03 loss by gas-phase homogeneous catalysis is short compared
with the time constant for vertical exchange across surfaces of
constant 0. In other words, in any volume element poleward of the

0

CO)
C

E
0o
0

C10 ledge, photochemical loss rates of 03 significantly exceed flux
divergence. Thus the continuity equation for 03

d[03]/dt = P- L - V'4

where P and L are the 03 photochemical production and removal
terms, respectively, and V c1 is the flux divergence resulting from
atmospheric motion, can be closely approximated by the expression

d[03]Idt P - L

In addition, because the rate of 03 production, P, is limited by the
rate Of02 photolysis, it can be shown that the loss rate, L, which is

0

Ec-
C
1:8

B
Fig. 5. Rendering of the con-
tainment provided by the cir-
cumpolar jet that isolates the
region of highly enhanced ClO
(shown in green) over the Ant-
arctic continent. Evolution of
the anticorrelation between
CIO and 03 across the vortex
transition is traced from (A) the
initial condition observed on 23
August 1987 on the south-
bound leg of the flight. (B)
Summary of the sequence over
the ten-flight series; (C) imprint
on 03 resulting from 3 weeks of
exposure to elevated levels of
CGb. Data panels do not in-
clude dive segment of trajectory;
CIO mixing ratios are in parts
per trillion by volume; 03 mix-
ing ratios are in parts per billion
by volume.
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equal to the sum of the rate-limiting steps in mechanisms I to IV,
exceeds P by several orders of magnitude (29) during the course of
this experimental series. Thus, the time rate of change of03 for the
23 August to 22 September 1987 period reduces to

d[03]/dt L

on surfaces of constant 0.
Neglect of the flux-divergence term leads to the question of

whether dynamical exchange of mass across the vortex edge can
occur, particularly poleward ofthe C10 ledge, which lies well inside
the vortex defined by meteorological variables (30). We concur with
the conclusion of Schoeberl and Hartmann (21) that advective
exchange of material in the region of the ER-2 dive (-T poleward
ofthe C10 ledge and 15° poleward ofthe polar jet core) will enhance
demands placed on in situ chemical loss by at most 20%. However,
collection of simultaneous, in situ tracer, CIO, BrO, 03, and
meteorological data to altitudes of 30 km and to latitudes deeper
into the vortex is a high priority on subsequent missions.
For purposes of isolating cause and effect, we are thus left with a

highly perturbed and highly confined air mass that is separated
spatially by an extremely thin transition region. Although the zone
of constrained horizontal transport provides a semipermeable bar-
rier maintaining the dramatic gradient in C10 concentration, there
may, of course, have been earlier exchange of material across the
interface on time scales of a few weeks. The elements are in place for
testing chemical hypotheses.

The development ofanticorrelation between C10 and 03. The second
element in the case linking CFC release to 03 destruction in the
Antarctic vortex is the observed evolution of03-CIO anticorrelation
through the time period spanned by the ten ER-2 flights. Initial
conditions were established on 23 August 1987 when the aircraft
obtained simultaneous observations of ClO and 03 concentrations
through the transition region (Fig. SA). Although there is evidence
for a reduction of -15% in the 03 concentration poleward of the
vortex edge in these data (31), the first-order observation is that 03
has emerged from the polar night without suffering dramatic
reduction across the CPR transition. These data thus (Fig. 5A)
provide an initial basis to interpret the temporal evolution of 03 in
the presence of enhanced levels of C10.
The mission series yielded a ten-frame sequence of evolving

CIO-03 anticorrelation (Fig. SB). A monotonic decrease in 03 in
the "beaker" defined by the C10 ledge is evident on inspection ofthe
data from the ten-flight sequence. Three weeks provides adequate
time for the spatial distribution of C10 to leave an unmistakable
imprint on the 03 distribution across the CPR edge (Fig. 5C).
The contrast between the patterns in Fig. SA and Fig. 5C is the

most compelling message delivered by the observations. Although
the presence of anticorrelation between two variables does not in
itself prove a causal relation, the data sequence tracking the evolu-
tion of 03 depletion (in a contained region isolated from the
atmosphere as a whole) from an initial condition in which there has
been a marginal loss of ozone to a condition in which ozone has
dropped precipitously spatially coincident with amplified levels of
C10 is strong evidence of such a relation. The developing anticor-
relation has been tracked by the in situ instrumentation through the
transition region on spatial scales equal to, or less than, 1 km. These
data provide discrimination that is difficult to achieve even under
carefully controlled laboratory conditions.

The kinetics of ozone destruction by halogen radical catalysis. Quan-
titative analysis of the mechanism for 03 destruction in the vortex
provides a final line of evidence. We have calculated the rate of 03
loss resulting from each catalytic cycle using in situ observations of
ClO and BrO obtained from the ER-2 flights and compared that
rate with the same quantity obtained from simultaneous observa-
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tions of 03. Time rate of change of 03 resulting from each of the
catalytic processes (Mechanisms I to IV) is equal to the rate-limiting
step in each cycle. For example, Mechanism I will destroy 03 in a
given volume element at a rate twice that of the slowest step in the
catalytic quartet (because two 03 molecules are destroyed each time
the cycle is completed). Thus for Mechanism I

-(d[03]1dt) = 2k1[Cl012
where [CIO]0b5 is the experimentally determined free-radical con-
centration.

Integration of this equation over a 24-hour period yields the
amount of 03 removed in each diurnal cycle, which in turn can be
set equal to the product of the square of the observed C1O
concentration and an effective exposure time, AtI p, for each mech-
anism:

A[03] = 2 f kl[C10]2dt = 2k,[Cl0I0bs At""p
24hours

This exposure time can be determined accurately by solving the
ultraviolet radiative-transfer problem for solar zenith angles in the
vicinity of 900 (32), in conjunction with an appropriate set of
elementary reactions that define the shape of the diurnal dependence
of [C10] (29). Thus, At4'p is the time period calculated to relate the
integrated amount of 03 removed in each diurnal cycle with the
observed C10 abundance at noon, [CIO]0b5. Equally simple expres-
sions represent the corresponding 03 loss terms for the other
three mechanisms: 2k2[CIO][BrO]Atexp for Mechanism II;
2k3[ClO][H02]Atexp for Mechanism III; and 2k4[Cl0][0]AtI for
Mechanism IV.

In these calculations, we used the observed azimuthal symmetry of
the trajectory motion about the geographic South Pole, coupled
with the short period of latitudinal wobble of the parcel trajectories
to limit our analysis to a single latitude band centered at 720S. We
also adopted a coordinate system in which variability introduced by
adiabatic atmospheric motion is minimized. Specifically we calculat-
ed 03 loss rates on each of ten isentropic surfaces scanned by the
aircraft. Because our objective was to characterize the rate of 03
destruction in the vortex as a whole, we selected the point ofgreatest
penetration by the aircraft. This segment of the flight trajectory also
provides vertical soundings and thus gives a detailed analysis of the
altitude dependence of03 destruction (Fig. 2). Typically, a volume
element circumscribes a complete trajectory in 4 to 6 days; therefore,
a series of ten flights over a period of 31 days spans approximately
six periods of circumpolar motion.
We compared observed 03 loss rates with those predicted by

halogen catalysis using low-order polynomial fits of observed 03,
C10, and BrO concentrations versus time. Companion measure-
ments ofpressure and temperature were used to define the isentropic
surfaces. Knowledge of solar zenith angles versus time for the 720S
latitude band provided the input needed to calculate exposure time
in each diurnal cycle. Recent advances in understanding the kinetics
ofthese radical-dimer catalytic processes complete the array of input
data.

Recent laboratory studies are critical to our analysis. For Mech-
anism I, it is possible to convert in situ observations ofC10 directly
to 03 destruction rates if (and only if) this mechanism is rate
limiting and the reaction rate constant, kI, is known for the
appropriate temperature and pressure. Mechanism I is rate limiting
if (i) the dominant isomer formed in the reaction of CGO with itself
is the symmetric peroxy structure ClOOC1; (ii) photolysis of that
structure yields two Cl atoms directly or by the photolysis products
Cl + C100 followed by thermal decomposition of C100; and (iii)
thermal decomposition ofC1202 is slow relative to photolysis. If, for
example, the product of C10 self reaction is the asymmetric form
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CIOCIO, and photolysis of that structure yields Cl + OCO, then
the catalytic cycle would be terminated because OCIO photolysis
yields an 0 atom that would regenerate 03.
A quantitative analysis of03 loss rates is now possible because (i)

studies defining k1 over the appropriate pressure-temperature re-
gime have been reported (33); (ii) the detailed structure of the C1O
dimer has been determined (34) with millimeter-wave emission
techniques in conjunction with refined laboratory sources optimized
for dimer formation; (iii) laboratory quantum-yield measurements
of Cl-atom production from CIOOCI dimer photolysis at wave-
lengths appropriate to photodecomposition in the stratosphere have
been carried out (35) and demonstrate that two Cl atoms are
produced for each ultraviolet photon absorbed; and (iv) a full
simulation of the temperature, pressure, and flow-velocity regime in
which the CIO-BrO instrument operates has been completed. At
pressures corresponding to 18 km these simulations result in
absolute C1O concentrations 20% higher than values reported
earlier (29) at the low temperatures encountered during the early
stages of the Antarctic flight series. Flights after the end of August
are unaffected at high altitude. At the low-temperature, high-
pressure extremes encountered near the bottom ofthe dive segments
of the flights, our CIO concentrations are 75% higher than those
reported earlier as a result of the full laboratory simulation of flight
conditions.
Our objective is to use the in situ observations in such a way that

the analysis is simple enough to be derived from first principles yet
reflects properly the context of current experimental uncertainties, of
which there are three. First, there is the uncertainty associated with
the reported absolute concentration of CIO and BrO, +25% and
+35%, respectively, at 90% confidence limits. Second, there are
uncertainties in the appropriate rate constants, k, and k2, which are
in both cases ±+15%. Third, there is an uncertainty of ±+15%
associated with the assumption that the trajectories oscillate about

8/20 8/25 8/30 9/4 9/9 9/14 9/19

Calendar day 1987

Fig. 6. Comparison be-
tween the observed disap-
pearance of 03 over the
4-week period of the mis-
sion and the calculated
amount of ozone removed,
based on simultaneously ob-
served concentrations of
CIO and BrO for two cata-
lytic cycles. Mechanism I
(solid line) and the most re-
cent laboratory determina-
tion ofthe reaction rate con-
stant for the rate-limiting
step, and the sum of Mech-
anism I and Mechanism II
(dashed line), which couple
chlorine and bromine.

the 720S latitude belt and effectively average out varying ultraviolet
exposure times.
We are thus left with analytical uncertainties evenly distributed

among three categories: observed radical concentrations, laboratory
determination of reaction rate constants, and variations in effective
exposure times during diurnal periods. These lead to an uncertainty
of ±+35% in the determination of 03 loss. This uncertainty is
considerably larger than what we judge to be the contribution from
dynamic exchange into and out of the CPR during the course of this
experimental series.

In a ten-level analysis between 18.5 (450 K) and 13 km (360 K)
(summarized in Fig. 6), we find that 75% of the observed 03 loss
rate is accounted for by Mechanism I alone and that the sum of
Mechanisms I and II constitutes a catalytic destruction rate com-
mensurate with observed ozone destruction rates.
A similar analysis of Mechanisms III and IV indicates that each of

these processes constitutes a loss rate approximately 5% of the
observed loss rate of ozone. Although we have considerable confi-
dence in the simple steady-state relationship converting observed 03
concentrations to 0(3P) densities used in the quantitative analysis of
Mechanism IV, we employed an upper limit of 1 pptv for the mixing
ratio of HO2 for Mechanism III.

Summary
What sets Antarctic 03 depletion apart in the context of global

change is both the severity of the phenomenon and the unusual
decoupling of physical and chemical time constants that control
transformation rates in a specific region of the atmosphere. We (36)
have presented a case in three parts based upon simultaneous, in situ
observations of COO, BrO, and 03 concentrations designed to test
catalytic processes coupling CFC release, which has elevated the
stratospheric mixing ratio of chlorine from -1 ppb in 1950 to -3
ppb in 1990, to ozone depletion over Antarctica. When taken
independently, each element in the case contains a segment of the
puzzle that in itself is not conclusive. When taken together, howev-
er, they provide convincing evidence that the dramatic reduction in
column-integrated 03 over the Antarctic continent would not have
occurred had CFCs not been synthesized and then added to the
atmosphere.
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The Dynamics of the Stratospheric Polar

Vortex and Its Relation to Springtime Ozone
Depletions

MARK R. SCHOEBERL AND DENNIS L. HARTMANN

Dramatic springtime depletions ofozone in polar regions
require that polar stratospheric air has a high degree of
dynamical isolation and extremely cold temperatures nec-
essary for the formation of polar stratospheric clouds.
Both of these conditions are produced within the strato-
spheric winter polar vortex. Recent aircraft missions have
provided new information about the structure of polar
vortices during winter and their relation to polar ozone
depletions. The aircraft data show that gradients of po-
tential vorticity and the concentration of conservative
trace species are large at the transition from mid-latitude
to polar air. The presence of such sharp gradients at the
boundary of polar air implies that the inward mixing of
heat and constituents is strongly inhibited and that the

T HE STRATOSPHERE IS THE ATMOSPHERIC REGION JUST
above the tropopause, between roughly 12 and 50 km (100
and 1 mb in pressure). Within this region the air temperature

generally increases with altitude rising from -500C or lower at the
tropopause to greater than -200C at 50 km. The relative warmth of
the stratosphere results from the absorption of solar ultraviolet

46

perturbed polar stratospheric chemistry associated with
the ozone hole is isolated from the rest of the strato-
sphere until the vortex breaks up in late spring. The
overall size of the polar vortex thus limits the maximum
areal coverage of the annual polar ozone depletions.
Because it appears that this limit has not been reached for
the Antarctic depletions, the possibility offuture increases
in the size of the Antarctic ozone hole is left open. In
the Northern Hemisphere, the smaller vortex and the
more restricted region of cold temperatures suggest
that this region has a smaller theoretical maximum for
column ozone depletion, about 40 percent ofthe current-
ly observed change in the Antarctic ozone column in
spring.

radiation by O3, which has its highest mixing ratio in the strato-
sphere. This heating by solar absorption is balanced by cooling
through emission of thermal infrared radiation, primarily from the
15-pum band of CO2. After the autumnal equinox, the polar regions
fall into darkness and the solar ultraviolet heating ceases. Emission
of thermal radiation quickly cools the polar stratosphere to temper-
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